
 

Eight Six Steps to Set Up an Account for Pinworkz: 

Please note: I have removed the necessity for an “app” on Pinterest. 

Pinworkz will now work with just a login and password – no app required. 

I’ve edited with strikethrough for tasks that are no longer needed. 

1. Create a Pinterest account - do not use "Login with Google" or any other 

social media. Account must log on with EMAIL + PASSWORD only 

2. Create your app on Pinterest Developers for the target account. 

3. Save your app data in Pinworkz (app id & secret + user login credentials) 

4. Grant your app permissions (make sure you're logged into the right 

Pinterest account) 

5. Get a unique proxy ip:port for each account - save our server ips as 

'authorized ips' in your Proxy admin: 174.138.76.158 & 142.93.15.199 

6. Save your proxy in account settings on Pinworkz 

7. Go to the search function - if everything is set correctly, search will 

work. Try "cats" 

8. If the search doesn't work, go through all the previous steps and make 

sure you've done everything correctly. 

"Gotcha's" with this system: 

1. you MUST have OUR server ips saved in YOUR proxy admin console as 

"authorized ips" 

2. "Login with Google" or other social media type accounts on Pinterest 

will not work - you must be able to log in with a password. Please test 

your Pinterest account first and make any necessary changes. 

3. Do not try to run this on a BRAND NEW ACCOUNT with no data in it. It is 

cool to get a new account, but first - CREATE SOME BOARDS. ADD SOME 

PINS. FOLLOW SOME PEOPLE. CUSTOMIZE YOUR PROFILE. Take some 

time to create as natural an experience as possible. Please do not run 

Pinworkz on an account straight out of the box as Pinterest will flag and 

close the account. 



 

After setting up your account, please allow 24-48 hours (depending on the size of 

the account) for the magic to begin! It takes a little while to catalog your existing 

followers and so forth. 

Please view the video below for specific instructions. Stategy sessions 

coming soon. 

Please Note: I will be happy to set up your accounts for you on Pinterest and on 
Pinworkz. It would be better for you to do it yourself since the ip is logged, but if 
necessary I can jump in. Simply use the chat or support email to send me your 
account login on Pinterest and I'll get you all set up. Also include the login to your 
proxies' admin panel. Doesn't matter how many accounts you have, just send me the 
logins and I'll get you up and running if you'd rather not do it yourself or if it's a 
challenge. You will need also one (1) residential proxy ip:port for each Pinterest 
account. 

 

support@instantcontentcurator.com 


